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No: TOA /CHQ / 2017/25                    dated at Chandigarh    05.12 2018 

To . 

  

Prof. Rekha Jain,  

IIM Ahmadabad. 

  

Sub:-Brief About BSNL Regarding Suggestions for Revival of BSNL by TOABSNL (BMS), on 5th December, 

2018 

  

Respected Madam, 

 

I am writing this  letter to you in the capacity of President , Telecom Officers Association (BSNL), a Trade 

Union body  affiliated with Bharatiya Mazdoor Sangh (No.1 Central Trade Union ) and ITEF  in BSNL.  

 

        

To our opinion following are the main reasons for declining: 

 

 DOT i.e Govt of India is the owner of 100% shares of BSNL.  DOT never extended any financial and 

administrative support to BSNL. All new projects were delayed due to the red tapism of DOT. BSNL’s 

reserve fund of 45,000 Crores was taken away by DOT in the name of Spectrum charge.  

 DOT had transferred all its liabilities in thousands of Crores but assets are retained by DOT. 

 The policy makers and managers of BSNL are all on deputation. These ITS officers did not take 

absorption and enjoying Govt status with Govt Pay Scales and benefits. The Profit and loss of BSNL is 

not affecting their salary and benefits. They are mainly technocrats but are lagging in managerial and 

marketing skills.  

 As there was lack of supervision and no accountability at any stage, there has been lots of misuse of 

store items. In reality only 30% of store items are utilized and the remaining used to be 

misappropriated in many ways. 

 

For Revival following points may be considered. 

 

 DOT should extend financial support to BSNL from USO funds alongwith favourable policies on 

priority for BSNL. Free 4G spectrum should be given to BSNL immediately. 

 ADC charges may again be restored  

 BSNL should be manned by professional managers at all the levels.  

 Generating resources/Finance through disposing off land and building assets of unutilized training 

Centre’s and telecom factories. Government will generate 10000 Crores financial resources through 

it. 

 Leasing out  BSNL exchanges for data Centre’s to  private players as all infrastructure is available  . 

 Registration of BSNL share in equity market. 
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1. Challenges  in performing  duties. 

 

Customer 

related 

1. 4G service is the first need of customer. We are facing challenge to 

satisfy our existing and prospective customers for not having 4G 

service. 

2 There is robust demand for Satellite phone in all sphere. Last year demand 

is about 1000%. . Opportunities in this field should be utilized.  

3 More concentration on FTTH connections should be given as huge demand 

is available. Special Cell should be created to deal with the growing 

demand. Private partnership should also encourage meeting the O&M 

issue and customer services. 

Administration 

related 

1 Lack of enthusiasm in staff due non implementation of 3rd PRC for 

workers vis a vis 7th Pay commission to higher officer. 

 2. Staff amenities and other dues like medical, LTC etc. suspended for 

BSNL employees.  

 3 At present Civil and Electrical wing officers are posted in different 

positions in varied steam from the last 5 years and successfully 

handling varied duties and responsibilities. So these Cadres officers 

should be merged with Telecom wing.  

 

 4      Charge of Head of Circles should be given only to BSNL Optee. 

 5.   Average age of more than 70% group C &D field staff is 55 and above, 

so Overage field staff is unable to attend faults or complaints well in 

time.  

 6. All most all executives are involved in court case for seniority. It should 

be streamlined  

Technical 1.  Delayed implementation of ongoing projects and Lack of planning for network 

expansion for all projects like NGN project was taken in 2007 which is still 

under implementation stage. 

General 1. Casual approach/lack of sense of responsibility/sincerity even in the 

higher level of management. 

2     5 days working week in all administrative office. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2. Suggestion for improvement to BSNL. 

 

Customer 

related 

1. Immediate 4G service is to be started; if viable we should start 5G service 

to grab the customers with our new services. 

 2   BSNL failed to cope up with the demand of FTTH and consequently loss of future 

revenue and market share. 

Administration 

related 

1. Fund allocation for Electricity Bills ,Imprest expenses, Road restoration charges 

etc. is to be done for smooth running of Exchanges 

 2. For payment Staff amenities and other dues like medical , LTC etc. 

respective level of management must be made responsible to satisfy 

internal customers 

 3. This part is self explanatory. Moreover all work is being done in ESS / SAP 

portal side by side in legacy system through pen and paper. This should be 

avoided. 

 5. Lack of coordination amongst public utilities: We are unable to sign MOU with 

the agencies like KMC, KMDA , CESC and local administration for which 

cable laying/restoration process are being delayed – this is self explanatory 

Technical 1. All the projects should be implemented in a time bound manner.  Penalty 

should be imposed to vendors for delay. 

 2. While planning expansion, we should invest for laying and 

developing infrastructure in the upcoming Housing and Industrial 

Projects. 

 3. Intake of fresh blood with technological advanced knowledge is 

extremely necessary for the health of the organization. So at the level of 

top Management, International reputed Management should be 

appointed even at market pay and salary.  

 4 BSNL should start Campus placement from IIT’s and IIM’s at 

MANAGEMNT LEVEL to  approach best talent at competitive salary 

and designation . 

General 1. As the topmost management is mostly unabsorbed in BSNL, they are DOT staff, 

they do not own the responsibility of BSNL, and hence this type of slackness is 

seen. Immediately all the top management should be part of BSNL itself. 

 2  All the life expired exchanges with less than 100 connections should be shut down 

and facilities to public will replace through mobile telephony . 

 3  At present loading in landline switch is less than 15%, in most of the cases so 

remaining switches should be shunt out from system to reduced expenditure on 

AMC and electricity cost.  

 4   Training centre’s are operating in 20% of its capacity. Only two training centre I.E 

one for Telecom and other for Finance should be retained. All other should 

immediately DISCONTINUED. Similar is the case with Telecom Factories. Land 

and building assets of these training centre’s should be disposed off and funds 

generated from these asset should be utilized for expansion of mobile and telecom 

services. It will generate revenue of Rs 20000 Crores for BSNL. 

 5    BSNL building having massive infrastructure with all type of facilities, it should 

be utilized for data storage centre like China . It will generate revenue in the tune 

of 5000-10000 per annul. 



3. Suggestion for turn it around from a sick organization to a profitable organization:- 

 

Proper Policy to be adopted: 

 

1) BSNL should be allotted FREE spectrum being 100% Govt entity and providing services in 

uneconomical and naxalite area. In the past DOT taken entire cash in the tune of 25000 

Crores from BSNL for spectrum charges leading to present financial crunch.   

 

2) Wrong policy always experimented with BSNL like 

 

a) Procurement of obsolete technology store (data card ) and switches     

b) Huge loss due to the equipments installed for IPTV and then failed. 

c) Huge financial loss due to launching of CDMA/WiMax technology and failed. 

 

3) BSNL is always launching a new service without planning proper network, failed to be 

a market leader 

 

FTTH is future of revenue engine but BSNL only providing services in symbolical manner 

and failed to pace up with demand. We are starting service without preparing and developing 

network first. 

 

Lack of ownership in the Top Management: 

 

BSNL is the only PSU, where top management is not the part of the organization, hence, their 

feelings for the survival of this PSU is well understood. 

 

Restructuring of the organization: 

 

Merge Region and Project with territorial Circles, this is required for better utilization of 

available manpower and planning execution very fast. 

 

Rationalization of network planning 

 

1) Expansion of transmission media 

 

OFC must be laid along all existing routes as well as new routes because, old OFC are 

damaged fully or, became lossy for expansion of FTTH, BB,BTS & also for NGN. 

Completion of important Tx rings are necessary. 

 

2) Shutting down of small exchanges in rented premises 

 

A large numbers of small exchanges having very less DEL must be shut down. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Annexure A. 

VRS is only viable option to cut costs and revival of BSNL 

 

Reason for VRS. 

1. At present middle level Management is dominated by executives promoted from JE’s/JTO’s, 

who are lacking latest technical skill and knowledge. 

2. Private operators like Hutch, Vodafone, and Reliance etc even with loaded with top 

technocrats failed to survive in fierce competitive market.  

3. Average age of 70% Group C&D employees is above 55 years. Due to age related problem, it 

is not feasible for them to rectify fault and complaint in landline segment on climbing up 

pole. 

4. Also staff   is lacking in technical knowledge and unable to attend FTTH and other latest 

equipment faults. 

5. In the present scenario, most of the executive staff above 55 years having lack of interest in 

improvement of services, whenever these officers are transferred from choice of station or 

posting reluctant to serve at new assignment. 

6. Fresh recruitment of employees without rationalization of existing staff leads to extra burden 

on the salary bill. 

7.   

 

  Benefit of VRS in BSNL  

 

1. VRS to 20% employees above 50 years of age leading to saving of 30% expenditure on 

salary bill as most of employees are in highest pay bracket. 

2. BSNL Pension contribution bill reduced drastically. 

3. All future Government projects related to digital India required high skill employees and 

recruitment of fresh talent lead to improvement of efficiency and completion projects in time 

which is one of the main concern for the DOT.   

4. In order to make BSNL more profitable, to increase the efficiency further, VRS is a 

requirement,”  

 

Cost of VRS to BSNL. 

 

1. Gujarat Model package.. It will cost BSNL 10000 Crores. 

2. Additional increment for remaining service- It will negligible cost to BSNL and attractive 

to employees as Pension amount remain intact. 

     

 Cost to DOT or Government of India  

 

1. It has least requirement of funds in the present proposal so extra burden on GOI exchequer 

is negligible but shall marginal increased in Pension expenditure in future. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Annexure B. 

Merger of MTNL and BSNL  

The publicly-listed MTNL serves the national capital and financial capital alone, while the unlisted BSNL 

serves the rest of the country and also anchors several key projects for the government. 

Reason for Merger 

1. All other operators have PAN India presence except BSNL and MTNL so merger of BSNL and 

MTNL is need of the hour. 

2. It will reduce expenditure on administration. 

3. Government should take over all liabilities before merger. 

4. Excess land Assets of MTNL should be dispose off to compensate liabilities towards MTNL 

loss. 

5. Acceptability of services is enhanced manifold among customers particularly among business 

houses and subsequently reduced expenditure and increased revenue to both the entities.  

 

Annexure C. 

Merger of Administrative units   

At present appox. 280 SSAs and 44 Circles are in operation. In the present environment, it is no 

longer required such a huge administrative infrastructure. So all territorial circles should be merged 

to main circles unit and no of SSAs should also be reduced to less 100. It is necessary for  better 

utilization of available manpower and planning execution very fast.  It will reduce 30% expenditure 

on administrative infrastructure except salary bill. 

 

 Annexure D. 

Equity /listing of BSNL  

At present BSNL is 100% government entity. Government should go for listing of Company after 

proper valuation.  

Annexure E. 

Free allotment of 4G spectrum  

BSNL should be allotted FREE spectrum being 100% Govt entity and providing services in 

uneconomical and naxalite area. In the past DOT taken entire cash in the tune of 25000 Crores 

from BSNL for spectrum charges leading to present financial crunch.   

 

 

Annexure F. 

Proper utilization of land Assets  

1. Training Centres are operating in 20% of its capacity. Only two training centre i.e one for 

Telecom and other for Finance should be retained. All other should immediately 

DISCONTINUED. Similar is the case with Telecom Factories. Land and building assets of 

these training centre’s should be disposed off and funds generated from these asset should be 

utilized for expansion of mobile and telecom services. It will generate revenue of Rs 20000 

Crores for BSNL. 



2. BSNL building having massive infrastructure with all type of facilities, it should be utilized 

for data storage centres . it has huge demand as GOI has already pressing for availability data 

server in India.  It will generate revenue in the tune of 5000-10000 per annul. 

 

Annexure G. 

Closure of Life expired Switches  

All the life expired and old technology switches  with less than 100 connections should be 

shut down and facilities to public will replace through mobile telephony .  
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